
CPH Exam Review Webinar 
Health Policy Process

& Program Management

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’m sure most of you are familiar with the CPH credential , or you wouldn’t be here. But we are always asked why. Why should I get certified. I don’t need it because I have my PhD, MD, CHES, etc… In brief,  the Certified in Public Health is the only credential of its kind for public health that demonstrates not only your knowledge of key public health sciences, but also your commitment to the field through continuing education focused on emerging and established public health issues.  As the field of public health grows and its mission becomes more defined, it is crucial for public health professions to stay current in this rapidly evolving field.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have resources to help you prepare to take the exam and earn your CPH credential. Each of these can be found by visiting nbphe.org/cph-study-resources/

http://www.nbphe.org/cph-study-resources/


Content Outline

1 2 3 4 5 6

Evidence-based Approaches to Public Health (10%)

Communication (10%)

Leadership (10%)

Law and Ethics (10%)

Public Health Biology and Human Disease Risk (10%)

Collaboration and Partnership (10%)

Program Planning and Evaluation (10%)

Program Management (10%)

Policy in Public Health (10%)

Health Equity and Social Justice (10%)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We always suggest candidates start by reviewing the content outline to determine which the topics of section seem familiar and which do not.  Within each of these content areas is a list of identified job tasks outlining the skill set require for each area. This review is a good way to determine where to start studying.



Sample Exam Questions

1 2 3 4

Sample questions in 
the format of 
the CPH exam

5 6

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The free sample questions are intended to give candidates a preview of the format of the questions. 



Practice Exams

1 2 3 4

Online mini-exam of 50 questions from the 
CPH item-bank

5 6

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Next we suggest candidates take the practice exam. The practice exam is a 50 question exam of items drawn directly from the item-bank.  Candidates can take the practice exam as many times as they wish.  Each time they receive a detailed report with the results.  The practice exam is an excellent way for candidates to determine how prepared they feel to take the actual CPH exam. 



Study Webinars

1 2 3 4

Upcoming Webinars 
Lecture and Q&A

5 6

• Public Health Biology and Human Disease Risk
September 27, 1-3 pm ET

• Evidence Based Public Health: Biostatistics
October 22, 1-3 pm ET

These and all past webinars /presentations are posted on 
https://www.nbphe.org/cph-study-resources/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All webinars are recorded and posted online following their original presentation date.

https://www.nbphe.org/cph-study-resources/


ASPPH CPH Study Guide
cphstudyguide.aspph.org

1 2 3 4 5 6

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Association of Schools and Programs of Public Health provides a comprehensive practice exam experience. With a database of 400 questions developed by public health item writers, you take unique exams each time. You received immediate results with and each question has a detailed explanation of the correct answer, resources to review, and links to take you to further study materials. 



APHA Press Study Guide

Editors: Karen Liller, Jaime Corvin and Hari Venkatachalam
University of South Florida College of Public Health
Certified in Public Health Exam Review Guide
$41.95 APHA member /$51.95 non-member 
eBook and print available via the APHA Bookstore at https://www.apha.org/publications-and-periodicals

1 2 3 4 5 6

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Developed by our Faculty at the University of South Florida School of Public Health, this exam review guide provides a detailed chapter on each of the content areas, definitions, explanations and sample questions. 

https://www.apha.org/publications-and-periodicals


Let’s Get Started!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before we begin the review, I want to cover a few administrative items. You will see an orange box with a white arrow. Click on the arrow and it will open your control panel. Here you will see a menu labeled questions. Please enter your questions at any time. At the end of the presentation, we will read them aloud and discuss as time permits. I will be monitoring the questions and will answer any general questions throughout the presentation. Again, this and all exam review webinars, is being recorded and will be posted along with the ppt on NBPHE. 



Health Policy Process

Zachary Pruitt PhD, MHA, CPH
University of South Florida College of Public Health

ASPPH CPH Exam Webinar Series
September 17, 2019



Session Objectives 

1. Develop positions on health issues, law, and policy
2. Use scientific evidence, best practices, stakeholder 

input, or public opinion data to inform policy and 
program decision-making

3. Educate policy and decision makers to improve 
health, social justice, and equity

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The objectives of this session are



2

3

1

Policymaking process

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are three main parts of the Health Policy Making Process, as conceptualized by Beaufort B. Longest in his text, Health Policymaking in the United States. Click on each number to learn more.Policy Formulation Phase: The agenda of problems, solutions, and political circumstance meets a “window of opportunity” which becomes legislation.Once a bill becomes law, the Policy Implementation phase includes rulemaking and operations by the regulators.In Policy Modification, feedback influences future policy formulation and implementation.



Identify a public health problem

What is your position on health 
issues, law, and policy?



Examples of positions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Boulder, Colorado, unanimously votes to ban assault weapons, high-capacity magazines



Measure the problem

• Drowning ranks fifth among the leading causes of 
unintentional injury death in the United States.

• About one in five people who die from drowning 
are children 14 and younger.

• For every child who dies from drowning, another 
five receive emergency department care for 
nonfatal submersion injuries.

https://www.cdc.gov/homeandrecreationalsafety/water-safety/waterinjuries-factsheet.html

https://www.cdc.gov/homeandrecreationalsafety/water-safety/waterinjuries-factsheet.html


Policy Formulation Phase

1

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note the box on the left for Legislative Development. When a favorable opportunity arises, legislative development may begin. Ideas become proposals. Proposals become legislation. Legislation becomes law. Health policy legislative proposals are provided by politicians/legislators, individuals, health-related organizations, and interest groups. The Policy Formulation phase ends with the formal enactment of the legislation.



Possible Solutions?

Swimming Skills Lifeguard CPR Training

Lifejackets Safety Barriers



Window of Opportunity



Tragedy

• McKenzie Merriam (18 mo.) slipped away from 
her mother and drowned in her Jacksonville 
family's pool in January 1998.

• Preston Ibern (5 ys.) slipped away from his mom’s 
supervision at a BBQ, hit his head and fell into 
the pool unconscious.

• Florida bill passed in 2000. 
• Preston de Ibern/McKenzie Merriam Residential 

Swimming Pool Safety Act (chapter 515, Florida 
Statutes)

https://www.sun-sentinel.com/news/fl-xpm-2000-05-06-0005050974-
story.html

https://www.sun-sentinel.com/news/fl-xpm-2000-05-06-0005050974-story.html


Development of legislation



Possible Solutions?

Safety Barriers



Inform and advocate

1. Scientific Evidence
2. Best Practices
3. Stakeholder Input
4. Educate policy-makers and decision-makers to 

improve health, social justice, and equity.



Scientific Evidence: Data Sources

• CDC’s National Center for Health Statistics
• County Health Rankings & Roadmaps
• AHRQ’s National Guideline Clearinghouse
• Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews



Best Practices



Stakeholder input



Educate policy- & decision-makers



Enactment of legislation

• Florida bill passed in 2000. 
• Preston de Ibern/McKenzie Merriam Residential 

Swimming Pool Safety Act (chapter 515, Florida 
Statutes)

http://www.leg.state.fl.us/STATUTES/index.cfm?App_mode=Display_St
atute&URL=0500-0599/0515/0515.html

http://www.leg.state.fl.us/STATUTES/index.cfm?App_mode=Display_Statute&URL=0500-0599/0515/0515.html


Policy implementation phase



Laws vs. Regulations

• Public health laws are the system of rules created 
for the protection or promotion of community 
health.
– Legislative branch

• Regulations are the set of rules that describe the 
implementation of legislation.
• Executive branch



Policy modification phase



Feedback

• Limitation of pool fencing intervention
– “81% of all drowning occurred in pools in areas 

regulated by pool fencing ordinances.”
– “Inadequate enforcement of the ordinances & 

inadequate operation or maintenance of pool-
barrier equipment by owners may have reduced 
effectiveness of pool fencing codes.”

• Who is checking compliance?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
three Es of injury prevention: engineering, enforcement and education



New regulation proposals

• Inspect pools at the time of sale of properties.
• Increase fine to $1,000.
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Policymaking process

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are three main parts of the Health Policy Making Process, as conceptualized by Beaufort B. Longest in his text, Health Policymaking in the United States. Click on each number to learn more.Policy Formulation Phase: The agenda of problems, solutions, and political circumstance meets a “window of opportunity” which becomes legislation.Once a bill becomes law, the Policy Implementation phase includes rulemaking and operations by the regulators.In Policy Modification, feedback influences future policy formulation and implementation.



Program Management

Zachary Pruitt PhD, MHA, CPH
University of South Florida College of Public Health

ASPPH CPH Exam Webinar Series
September 17, 2019



Program Management

1. Develop program or organizational budgets with 
justification

2. Implement a contract, program, or community 
health plan

3. Sustain workforce, financing, and programs
4. Develop monitoring and evaluation frameworks to 

assess programs



Budgeting

• Revenue
– Services provided 
– Grant and contract 

funding
– Investment income
– Donations

• Expenses
– Staffing 
– Fringe benefits
– Supplies & equipment
– Rent
– Utilities
– Printing
– Postage
– Travel

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Operational plans require budgets Examples of revenue categories include money generated by charging fees to provide services, grant and contract funding, sales, investment income, and donations. 



Examples of Expense Types

Direct Indirect 
(Overhead)

Variable Supplies used for each 
unit of service provided

Electricity costs that vary 
on the basis of units of 
services provided *

Fixed Staff costs, if paid an 
annual salary regardless 
of volume of units of 
service provided

Rent, insurance, 
management support 
services

* Unusual to have variable indirect costs



Staffing

• Staffing 
– Full-time equivalents (FTEs)
– Consultants and contract services

• Fringe benefits 
– FICA, vacation, PTO, health insurance



Budget variance chart



Budget justification

• Explain budget proposal or changes.
• Should support the purpose and goals of your 

program.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In addition, a budget justification must be provided that explains why each resource is needed and provides the assumptions and calculations that were used to generate dollar amounts for each line item of the budget. 



Implementing programs

1. Task lists and timelines
2. Gantt charts
3. Flow charting or process flows
4. Continuous quality improvement

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For many public health programs, implementation is essentially a management problem.implementation competencies span traditional project management skills as well as backbone organization roles Flow charts and Gantt charts are examples of QI tools 



Task lists and timelines



Gantt chart



Flow charting or process flows



Continuous quality improvement

Deming, W. E. (2000). The new economics: for industry, government, education. MIT press.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the first part of this lecture, we reviewed quality measurement and the collaborative role public health professionals take in the effort to improve population health. Now, I want to share with you approaches to improving the quality of health outcomes in a community.The Plan-Do-Study-Act (PDSA) cycle is shorthand for a continuous improvement cycle. First by planning it, then doing it, and then studying the results. Finally, based on the results, we act on what is learned.  Often times, after testing a quality improvement intervention on a small scale, we learn how effective it is. Then, we can refine the implementation effort through several PDSA cycles. Once satisfied, the quality improvement team may implement the change on a broader scale. After successful implementation of a change or package of changes for a pilot population, the team can spread the changes to other parts of the organization.The Shewhart cycle has the following four stages:Plan: identify what can be improved and what change is neededDo: implement the design changeStudy: measure and analyze the process or outcomeAct: if the results are not as hoped for



Ensuring sustainability

1. Workforce
2. Financing
3. Programs



Workforce sustainability

1. Effort to professionalize: the CPH!
2. Education and training
3. Setting career progression paths
4. Clear job specifications
5. Give constructive feedback about performance



Financing sustainability

• Acknowledge need for diversified and reliable 
long-term funding base

• Engage in active financial planning, including 
costs and revenues

• Strategize: Prioritize your program within existing 
government budget

• Market effectiveness to funders and supporters 

http://www.eblcprograms.org/docs/pdfs/Financial_Sustainability_-_NCOA.pdf

http://www.eblcprograms.org/docs/pdfs/Financial_Sustainability_-_NCOA.pdf


Sustaining programs: “value proposition”

• Cost  competitiveness of public health  vs. 
medical interventions is high!

• Methods for communicating the value of public 
health programs
1. Benchmarking
2. Calculating return on investment (ROI) 
3. Economic evaluation



Benchmarking

• Compare to “best in class” or other standard



Return on investment (ROI)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TVZxtuZhN_M

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TVZxtuZhN_M


Economic evaluations

• Cost–benefit analysis quantifies tangible and 
“soft” outcomes into a monetary number. 

• Cost-effectiveness analysis measures program 
outcomes in similar units across programs (e.g., 
life-years saved) rather than trying to quantify the 
outcome in dollars.

• Cost-utility analysis measures outcomes by using 
a standardized morbidity or mortality measure, 
often a metric called a quality-adjusted life-year 
(QALY).

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Economic evaluation considers both costs and outcomes of a program, with costs in the numerator and outcomes in the denominator. But how should outcomes be measured? There is a variety of economic evaluation ratios, each of which measures outcomes differently. Cost–benefit analysis quantifies tangible and “soft” outcomes into a monetary number. Cost-effectiveness analysis measures program outcomes in similar units across programs (e.g., life-years saved) rather than trying to quantify the outcome in dollars. Cost-utility analysis measures outcomes by using a standardized morbidity or mortality measure, often a metric called a quality-adjusted life-year.



Develop Monitoring and Evaluation 
Frameworks to Assess Programs

A cycle:
1. Performance standard setting 
2. Performance measuring 
3. Quality improvement (QI)
4. Reporting progress

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This same cycle concept can be applied to the public health policy approach to quality improvement of the health status of populations. In the next set of slides, I will discuss the public health policy cycle for improving the health status of populations, including:Performance standard setting Performance measuring Quality improvement (QI)Reporting progress



1. Performance Standard Setting 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First, public health policy makers set the performance standard. This defines the goals for public health professionals to achieve within their communities. Let me give you an example using Health People 2020.



1. Healthy People 2020

• “Provide measurable objectives” …
• “To engage actors at the national, state, and local 

levels” … “to take actions to strengthen policies”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Healthy People 2020 set an ambitious, yet achievable, 10-year agenda for improving the nation’s health. In this document from the Department of Health and Human Services Office if Disease Prevention and Health Promotion, measurable objectives are established in order “To engage actors at the national, state, and local levels” … “to take actions to strengthen policies.”



2. Performance Measuring

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once the standard (or objective) has been set, next is the performance measuring for your community. 



2. County Health Rankings

http://assets.thehcn.net/content/sites/tampabay/2011_HEALTHY_1FINAL.PDF
http://www.healthytampabay.com/index.php

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is an example from Tampa Bay Partnership Regional Research & Education Foundation. The initiative is called the ONE BAY: Healthy Communities. The data collection was completed as a collaboration with the University of South Florida Health Policy and Management department and the Tampa Bay Partnership. The website tool is a collaboration with the Healthy Communities Institute.  For this organization, Tampa Bay includes Citrus, Hernando, Hillsborough, Manatee, Pasco, Pinellas, Polk, and Sarasota counties.The indicator example I’ve provided shows the age-adjusted percentage of adults that have ever been diagnosed with diabetes. Even while adjusting for age, the Tampa Bay and Florida percentage, 8.0% and 7.9% respectively, was significantly higher than the national rate of 5.7%. 

http://assets.thehcn.net/content/sites/tampabay/2011_HEALTHY_1FINAL.PDF
http://www.healthytampabay.com/index.php


3. Quality Improvement (QI)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Discuss the policy process for improving the health status of populations



3b. Quality Improvement Intervention

Presenter
Presentation Notes




4. Reporting Progress

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Finally, public health professionals should report the progress that their intervention made in improve the health outcomes of the population, such as obesity, diabetes, and the like.



4. Public Reporting of Quality

http://www.floridahealthfinder.gov/index.html



Thank You!

Zachary Pruitt, PhD, MHA, CPH
Assistant Professor
College of Public Health
University of South Florida – Tampa
zpruitt1@health.usf.edu

mailto:zpruitt1@health.usf.edu
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